
Beautiful Blinds Without Compromise



featured fabric: Peony - Natural with Globe, Gold Pull



Dress Your Windows With Style 

Combining the most desirable aesthetic features with sleek & innovative 

design at its heart, the Senses Roller Blind System will impress, inspire 

and make luxury a truly attainable everyday asset.

•  ONE TOUCH OPERATION
Adjustable ‘rise’ speed allows you ultimate

control for sleek, one touch operation.

•  ADJUSTABLE SETTINGS
Set blind to ‘rise’ and ‘stop’ at
your preferred height.

•  NO CHAINS OR LOOPS
The ultimate in safety features.

•  SIMPLE TO INSTALL
With a minimum of fuss.

•  NO GAPS
A better fit with extendable end-caps.

•  CO-ORDINATED FASCIAS
Complete the luxurious look.
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stylish accessories  •  co-ordinated fascias



featured fabric: Masai - Midnight with Rectangle, Maple Wood Pull Coratex - Mid Blue

Angelica - White

Atlantex - Red



Perfect For Every Room 

A Senses Roller Blind is the perfect window dressing for any room in your home and 

is available in a wide range of plain, patterned and textured fabrics as well as more 

specialised fabrics such as blockout, solar reflective and fire retardant. Incorporating an 

aluminium or PVC fascia with co-ordinated fabric wraps or inserts, you can choose from 

over 300 fabrics to achieve a sensational look in the most stylish, safe and practical 

choice in window covering available.

Why not consider an 

eye-catching finish to 

your Senses Roller Blind.

Eyelets, shapes and co-ordinating 

pulls will give that perfect finish.
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featured fabric: Dandelion - Black  with Pillar, Charcoal Pull



One Touch Operation!

Senses ‘Slow-Rise’ is not only the most sophisticated and 

beautiful of the range but also has that usability WOW! factor 

with adjustable ‘rise’ speed and ‘stop’ variants giving you a 

unique one touch operation. Having no chains or cords adds to 

its visual impact providing the safest possible window covering.

Senses ‘Slow-Rise’ mimics beautifully the features of a remote 

control blind - without all the gadgetry. You can set all the 

blinds in your home to rise and stop at the same level every 

time in just one touch and even control the speed in which

they glide into place!

The Senses ‘Slow-Rise’ also incorporates an aluminium fascia with co-ordinated
fabric wraps for a unique and luxurious finish to your blind.
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featured fabric: Jungle Fun Blackout - Pink



We also have an extensive range of safety components suitable 

for use with standard Senses chain operated systems including 

a Chain Pulley which secures chain in place, Chain Connector 

Break-Away which will detach if excessive pressure is put onto 

the chain, and a Control Chain Safety Clip which neatly secures 

the position of continuous chain to minimise hazard.

Eclipse actively supports the 
BBSA ‘Make it Safe’ Initiative

Safety & Style

Senses ‘Slow-Rise’ has been designed to fully address concerns over safety.

Young children can be in danger of strangulation from the loops of pull, 

chain and bead cords. The Senses ‘Slow-Rise’, which is completely cord 

and chain free, has been developed in the UK by our exceptional team of 

designers and tackles this worrying problem head on.
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featured fabric: Japonica - Charcoal



Have a Look... at the stylish finishes and 

accessories now available to the Senses range including 

chrome endcaps, eyelets and pull fitments.

We also have a fantastic range of pulls and braids for you 

to choose from to personalise your blind.
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Your Senses blind retailer

Eclipse Blind Systems   Inchinnan Business Park   Renfrew   PA4 9RE   Scotland   UK   Phone: +44 (0) 141 812 3322   Fax: +44 (0) 141 812 5253
www.eclipse-blinds.co.uk


